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The Lighter
Horace had acquired the lighter in a flea-market barn at 3:30 in the
morning, on the eve' of his 21 st birthday celebration, with his friend
Al and two ladies of the night: Gatsby and Flatsy. It was a beautiful,
slim, rectangular lighter with a bold "Winston" logo guled on both
sides. Gatsby and Al had knocked over a small table after completing
a generous liberation of mutual energy, and the lighter had cracked
Horace in the forehead as it fell; Horace and Flatsy had been on the
other side of the table.
Horace had treasured the lighter fiercely from that moment on. He
carried it with him everywhere, told all of his friends the circumstance
of its acquisition countless times, and never really forgot about Flatsy
and Gatsby. Horace was not a smoker, and Al chided him repeatedly
for still carrying the lighter after twenty years.
"It doesn't even work." He told Horace almost every day as they
drove home from work.
"I like it." Horace said.
"It's juvenile Horace. Grown men don't carry beat up old lighters
around that don't work, and tell stupid stories about hookers to every
Joe that walks by the newstand."
"I like it." Horace said.
"Especially if they don't smoke!"
"I like it." Horace said.
"Horace, you embarass me. How long have we been partners?
Huh? Nineteen years, right? Well let me tell ya' somethin': There're a
lotta things you do that make me get a headache, and one of 'ems
clickin' that dumb lighter at people when they walk by an' sayin'
'Wanna know where I got this? Wanna know where I got this?'
Nobody cares Horace. It's a dumb story, it was twenty years ago, and
nobody cares!"
Horace didn't say anything. He just sat in the front seat watching a
little dog chase a moped down the street. He palmed the lighter out of
his pocket, and gently played the side of it with his thumb. Horace did
this often. He had been rubbing the lighter for so long that the "s",
"t", and "o" from the middle of "Winston" had been erased, and
there was a skin polished mirror of metal in their place. To Horace the
lighter was a small hand mirror with a message: "Win". He had once
mentioned this to Al, but he simply chuckled maliciously and
threatened to steal it.

The lighter had been the subject of many altercations between not
only Al and himself, but also his mother. Mrs. Shilling felt that toying
with the lighter was a childish vice not unlike sucking one's thumb.
She told Horace this repeatedly, but in his usual way he became
violent, and the matter was temporarily forgotten. Tonight, though,
Horace was going to end all disputes, cease all berating once and for
all; he was going to fix the lighter.
He had been planning to fix the lighter for a long time, but now the
night had finally come. He was seated quietly at the paisley formica
desk in his room. His mother was downstairs playing MaJong with
Mrs. Abrahms, Mrs. Pentkowski, and Clara Norville. Clara was a
spinster, and a busy-body in every dimension, so Horace had been
careful to lock the door. He had also lowered the blind by his bed to
guard from his neighbor AAron Scwartz, also a four dimensional
busy-body practised in curiosity. Horace clicked on his fluorescent
reading lamp, and took the lighter out of his pocket.
With the lighter squarely set in front of him he opened the top
drawer of his desk, removed, and arranged his tools: a large can of
Zippo lighter fluid, five flints in a red plastic dispenser, a single sided
razor blade, and fifteen of his mother's bobby pins. He started by
removing the plastic-dipped nubs from the end of each bobby pin with
his fingernails. When he finished this he wiped his fleshy palms along
the tops of his thighs, and picked up the lighter. He gently pressed the
bar mechanism on the top of the lighter with his right forefinger to activate the flint stone. The small metal housing attached to the bar
sprang upwards revealing the wick, but there was no spark.
Using the razor blade, Horace unscrewed the flint spring at the base
of the lighter. He took out the spring, inserted a new flint, re-screwed
the screw, and clicked the bar again. Still no spark. He unscrewed the
flint spring again and jammed a bobby pin up through the hole, figuring that it was blocked. When the bobby pin was sufficiently mangled
from twisting and grinding in the tiny flint hole, Horace re-inserted the
new flint and tried again. Still no spark. Easily frustrated, Horace
moaned loudly.
"Are you alright Horace?" His mother called up to him.
"Yes Mother. Just a little gas that's all."
"I told you not to eat that chink food in the fridge', it's been there a
week an' a half!"
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The Lighter
Horace had acquired the lighter in a flea-market barn at 3:30 in the
morning, on the eve' of his 21 st birthday celebration, with his friend
Al and two ladies of the night: Gatsby and Flatsy. It was a beautiful,
slim, rectangular lighter with a bold "Winston" logo guled on both
sides. Gatsby and Al had knocked over a small table after completing
a generous liberation of mutual energy, and the lighter had cracked
Horace in the forehead as it fell; Horace and Flatsy had been on the
other side of the table.
Horace had treasured the lighter fiercely from that moment on. He
carried it with him everywhere, told all of his friends the circumstance
of its acquisition countless times, and never really forgot about Flatsy
and Gatsby. Horace was not a smoker, and Al chided him repeatedly
for still carrying the lighter after twenty years.
"It doesn't even work." He told Horace almost every day as they
drove home from work.
"I like it." Horace said.
"It's juvenile Horace. Grown men don't carry beat up old lighters
around that don't work, and tell stupid stories about hookers to every
Joe that walks by the newstand."
"I like it." Horace said.
"Especially if they don't smoke!"
"I like it." Horace said.
"Horace, you embarass me. How long have we been partners?
Huh? Nineteen years, right? Well let me tell ya' somethin': There're a
lotta things you do that make me get a headache, and one of 'ems
clickin' that dumb lighter at people when they walk by an' sayin'
'Wanna know where I got this? Wanna know where I got this?'
Nobody cares Horace. It's a dumb story, it was twenty years ago, and
nobody cares!"
Horace didn't say anything. He just sat in the front seat watching a
little dog chase a moped down the street. He palmed the lighter out of
his pocket, and gently played the side of it with his thumb. Horace did
this often. He had been rubbing the lighter for so long that the "s",
"t", and "o" from the middle of "Winston" had been erased, and
there was a skin polished mirror of metal in their place. To Horace the
lighter was a small hand mirror with a message: "Win". He had once
mentioned this to Al, but he simply chuckled maliciously and
threatened to steal it.

The lighter had been the subject of many altercations between not
only Al and himself, but also his mother. Mrs. Shilling felt that toying
with the lighter was a childish vice not unlike sucking one's thumb.
She told Horace this repeatedly, but in his usual way he became
violent, and the matter was temporarily forgotten. Tonight, though,
Horace was going to end all disputes, cease all berating once and for
all; he was going to fix the lighter.
He had been planning to fix the lighter for a long time, but now the
night had finally come. He was seated quietly at the paisley formica
desk in his room. His mother was downstairs playing MaJong with
Mrs. Abrahms, Mrs. Pentkowski, and Clara Norville. Clara was a
spinster, and a busy-body in every dimension, so Horace had been
careful to lock the door. He had also lowered the blind by his bed to
guard from his neighbor AAron Scwartz, also a four dimensional
busy-body practised in curiosity. Horace clicked on his fluorescent
reading lamp, and took the lighter out of his pocket.
With the lighter squarely set in front of him he opened the top
drawer of his desk, removed, and arranged his tools: a large can of
Zippo lighter fluid, five flints in a red plastic dispenser, a single sided
razor blade, and fifteen of his mother's bobby pins. He started by
removing the plastic-dipped nubs from the end of each bobby pin with
his fingernails. When he finished this he wiped his fleshy palms along
the tops of his thighs, and picked up the lighter. He gently pressed the
bar mechanism on the top of the lighter with his right forefinger to activate the flint stone. The small metal housing attached to the bar
sprang upwards revealing the wick, but there was no spark.
Using the razor blade, Horace unscrewed the flint spring at the base
of the lighter. He took out the spring, inserted a new flint, re-screwed
the screw, and clicked the bar again. Still no spark. He unscrewed the
flint spring again and jammed a bobby pin up through the hole, figuring that it was blocked. When the bobby pin was sufficiently mangled
from twisting and grinding in the tiny flint hole, Horace re-inserted the
new flint and tried again. Still no spark. Easily frustrated, Horace
moaned loudly.
"Are you alright Horace?" His mother called up to him.
"Yes Mother. Just a little gas that's all."
"I told you not to eat that chink food in the fridge', it's been there a
week an' a half!"

